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IT AGILITY IN UNDER 100 DAYS
IT Transformation with Low Code and DevOps

IT departments in many organisations are burdened 
with mainframes that do not integrate with or ‘speak 
to’ each other. This limits their ability to undertake 
and deliver necessary projects within budget, on time 
and aligned to the business needs. Meanwhile, other 
organisations are gaining an edge by developing new 
enterprise applications speedily and constantly updating 
them to better meet user needs.

Are you thinking of replacing your legacy systems with 
one large enterprise resource planning (ERP) software? 
Perhaps you’re hoping to finally integrate everything, 
but are afraid that this might take years, cost a fortune 
and represent a huge risk should it fail? Does it worry 
you that what appears to be easy for your competitors 
to accomplish with their IT agility, feels agonising or 
overwhelming for you?

The game-changer here is IT transformation through 
Low Code and DevOps, and Experis Consulting can 
help you achieve it. We are the trusted professional 
consulting arm of ManpowerGroup, a Fortune 500 
company with decades of experience in delivering 
impactful workforce solutions. Our IT Transformation 
practice can empower your IT teams with the tools to 
collaborate to deliver the best solutions at speed.

Our 100-Day Low Code Systems Transformation 
service can integrate your critical systems, allowing you 
to accelerate user-aligned, visual app development, 
without resorting to an ERP system. And our 100-
Day IT Organisational Transformation service with 
DevOps can eliminate your software development 
and IT bottlenecks. We can deliver both programmes 
concurrently, radically transforming your IT infrastructure 
in just three months. Talk to Experis Consulting about 
how we can help you unleash the creative potential of 
your company.
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Team up with Experis Consulting and place your 
organisation at the forefront of this technological revolution.


